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sys.argvÂ¶ The list of command line arguments passed to a Python script. argv[0] is the script name (it is
operating system dependent whether this is a full pathname or not). If the command was executed using the
-c command line option to the interpreter, argv[0] is set to the string '-c'.If no script name was passed to the
Python interpreter, argv[0] is the empty string.
sys â€” System-specific parameters and functions â€” Python 3
Source code documentation and analysis tool. First go to the download page to get the latest distribution, if
you have not downloaded doxygen already.. Compiling from source on UNIX. If you downloaded the source
distribution, you need at least the following to build the executable:
Doxygen Manual: Installation - Stack Wiki
Quick install guideÂ¶. Before you can use Django, youâ€™ll need to get it installed. We have a complete
installation guide that covers all the possibilities; this guide will guide you to a simple, minimal installation
thatâ€™ll work while you walk through the introduction.
Quick install guide | Django documentation | Django
DOCK. RETURN TO TABLE OF CONTENTS. 2.1. Overview. This section is intended as a reference manual
for the features of the DOCK Suite of Programs. It is intended to give an overview of the ideas which form the
basis of the DOCK suite of programs and to detail the available user parameters.
DOCK 6.9 User Manual
Abstract. This manual describes how to install and configure MySQL Connector/Python, a self-contained
Python driver for communicating with MySQL servers, and how to use it to develop database applications.
MySQL :: MySQL Connector/Python Developer Guide
mxODBCâ„¢ is the eGenix flagship product for connecting Python to all major databases, on all major
platforms, using a fully Python DB-API 2.0 standard compatible ODBC interface, with many extensions and
enhanced support of stored procedures with input, output and input/output parameters.
eGenix.com: mxODBC - Python ODBC Database Interface
PyQwt plots data with Numerical Python and PyQt. PyQwt is a set of Python bindings for the Qwt C++ class
library which extends the Qt framework with widgets for scientific and engineering applications. It provides a
widget to plot 2-dimensional data and various widgets to display and control bounded or unbounded floating
point values.
PyQwt plots data with Numerical Python and PyQt
Python3, but for 3.3, and 3.4 and only those versions, we need other Python versions as a compile time
dependency. Nuitka itself is fully compatible with all mentioned versions, Scons as as an internally used tool
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is not. For these versions, you need a Python2 or Python 3.5 or higher installed as well, but only during the
compile time only. That is for use with Scons (which orchestrates the C ...
User Manual | Nuitka Home
In this step-by-step Keras tutorial, youâ€™ll learn how to build a convolutional neural network in Python! In
fact, weâ€™ll be training a classifier for handwritten digits that boasts over 99% accuracy on the famous
MNIST dataset. Before we begin, we should note that this guide is geared toward beginners who are
interested in applied deep learning.
Keras Tutorial: The Ultimate Beginner's Guide to Deep
Rapid GUI Programming with Python and Qt: The Definitive Guide to PyQt Programming (paperback) [Mark
Summerfield] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The Insider's Best-Practice Guide to
Rapid PyQt 4 GUI Development Whether you're building GUI prototypes or full-fledged cross-platform GUI
applications with native look-and-feel
Rapid GUI Programming with Python and Qt: The Definitive
Asciidoctor reads and parses text written in the AsciiDoc syntax, then feeds the parse tree to a set of built-in
converters to produce HTML5, DocBook 5, and man(ual) page output.
Asciidoctor | A fast, open source text processor and
Boxer Software is the developer of a line of award-winning text processing products. The Boxer Text Editor
has a rich feature set that brings increased productivity to programmers, writers and others who edit text. A
fully functional evaluation copy of our text editor is available for download.
TEXTEDITOR.COM - Boxer Text Editor for Windows
This Instructable shows how to install and use a mod I wrote that lets you control Minecraft with python
scripts. I'll focus on Windows, though OS X and Linux should work just as well. For a while now you could
write python scripts for Minecraft on the Raspberry Pi. I wanted my kids to be able to do ...
Python Coding for Minecraft: 18 Steps (with Pictures)
Register. If you are a new customer, register now for access to product evaluations and purchasing
capabilities. Need access to an account? If your company has an existing Red Hat account, your organization
administrator can grant you access.
Product Documentation - Red Hat Customer Portal
This version of the Yocto Project Reference Manual is for the 2.6 release of the Yocto Project. To be sure you
have the latest version of the manual for this release, go to the Yocto Project documentation page and select
the manual from that site. Manuals from the site are more up-to-date than manuals derived from the Yocto
Project released TAR files.
Yocto Project Reference Manual
Asciidoctor is a fast text processor and publishing toolchain for converting AsciiDoc content to HTML5,
EPUB3, PDF, DocBook 5 (or 4.5) slidedecks and other formats. Asciidoctor is written in Ruby, packaged as a
RubyGem and published to RubyGems.org.The gem is also packaged in several Linux distributions, including
Fedora, Debian and Ubuntu.
Asciidoctor User Manual
Ruffus is a Computation Pipeline library for python. It is open-sourced, powerful and user-friendly, and widely
used in science and bioinformatics
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